EFM Deployment February 4, 2010

Upgrade to Version 10.05

Release Notes

* Modifications to PREP/REA requested since deployment:

1. Staff now have the ability to print PREP or REA letters by event, office or region from Manage Event Rosters by date range. This lets staff print all letters for a week at one time!

1. For REA events, we implemented the change to list the 102 and 107 service from the services link on Manage Attendees view – we also did a data alter to add it to existing event registrations.

2. We fixed the RESET feature to update all data tables and serviceplan records. Note, if someone is reset, the view services link does not work – but the services ARE there and will be resulted based on the status recorded. (OPC 119379).

3. View roster no longer displays duplicates or events without registered individuals (OPC 119002).

4. Staff will NOT be able to EXEMPT individuals from REA – AWI submitted a change order, which is in process. This WILL DEPLOY shortly (not 2/4/10) as it just came in.

* Modifications to ARRA Youth Goals for Waiver Youth Work Experience (10/1/09 through 3/31/10)

1. For ARRA youth that are enrolled in work experience AFTER the summer youth work experience period of 9/20/09 under the Waiver Florida obtained, it is now possible to set a second ARRA youth goal. The system rules are as follows:
a. There must be a work experience (WEX) record in ONE of the WEX periods (each
date period – e.g. 5/1 through 9/30/09 and on/after 10/1/09) to enter the first
youth ARRA goal. Before you can enter a second goal, there must be a WEX
activity in BOTH WEX periods and the goal set date must be on or after the
second WEX actual start date.
b. If staff simply extended the original work experience activity BEYOND 9/20/09, a
second youth goal will NOT be allowed (and the youth is no longer summer
youth only so the record becomes reportable under the 9090 and 9091).
2. AWI may issue policy guidance on this matter, please keep in mind that release notes
deal ONLY with system functionality, not state policy.

Upgrade to 10.05 – Modifications
1. Changes to the left navigation column for all users – the left navigation menu can now
be expanded or collapsed by clicking the + and – symbols (not available in admin site in
v 10.05)
2. Greatly enhanced “in context LMI” is displayed throughout the system especially on Job Orders, Job Details and much more “real time” LMI data is included for job and job seekers. New data categories include
   a. Links to occupation information at the bottom of the screen
   b. Supply and demand data
   c. Minimum education requirements
   d. Minimum experience requirements
   e. Other jobs – view jobs available for (relevant criteria)
   f. View competition (for the job)
   g. View largest employers of (relevant skill/job)
3. Users can now customize data categories displayed
4. Users can now set the display mode to show tables, graphs and/or maps (NOTE: Silverlight is required on the local PC to display this data. Technical information was posted on the Community Site in mid-December regarding Silverlight. It is a free download BUT if resource rooms restrict the ability to download programs a system administrator/IT tech will have to download the free software. Silverlight is NOT required – the default display is text and tables without Silverlight and the options for graphs, tables and maps are simply not available).
5. Employers and staff have access to job market trends
   a. Jobs available
   b. Jobs per area distribution
   c. Long term projections
   d. Largest industries

6. Employers and staff have access to candidate market trends
   a. Candidates available
   b. Candidates per area distribution
   c. Candidates in related occupations
   d. Typical work experience
   e. Long term projections
   f. Largest industries

7. TAA application: There is a new Public Assistance Tab on the application wizard between Employment and Individual Barriers – this is required for the new TAPR report (this actually deployed 12/30/09). No screen print provided – looks like WIA.
Change Orders deployed 2/4/10

1. Modified job order copy function to display an alert to staff if the job order being copied is missing information. This fixes the odd issue where the job order does not display and user gets a page crash when an incomplete (generally very old) job order is copied. Most cases were missing work location/contact information.
2. Modified Active Case Summary report to exclude WIA cases that are ‘closed never enrolled.’
3. Modified Active Enrollment Report so that exited cases no longer display.
4. Unemployment Claimant Type filter added to Enrolled Individual Report.
5. Additional report options for Registered Employer Report:
   a. By Region/Lwia
   b. By One Stop of Registration
   c. By ADA Compliance
   d. By Assigned Case Manager
6. FL only: Modification of Job Orders to collect additional required information when employer/staff indicate a job is a “Green Job”
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1. FL only: “Are You Receiving Unemployment Insurance” no longer displays on individual registration except for out-of-state registrants. This is totally system set now.

FL OPCs deploying 2/4/10

1. 119620 – Reg 20 -- Functionality restored that allows admin user to reset their own password in admin site.
2. 118934 – region 1 – job order displays “How to Apply” information but not the employer address. Contact information for employer now included.
3. 119369 – region 13 – Interest Assessment issue (individual did not answer questions so report crashed)
4. 120860 – region 19 – unable to change disability status